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INTRODUCTION
' , Andre Malraux states that the essential characteristic 

of contemporary painting is the color patch'l? t

550tir arto e 0 is the patch of color irrelevant both to the 
strnothie of the picture and to.its composition (composi- 
tion9 in the traditional sense of the word*) It does not 
serve as an accent stressing any detail of the execution 
nor, as in Japan9 some feature of the thing portrayed; 
rather9 if seems to exist capriciqysIy; as though it had 
been put there f or its own sake.

But he modifies this statements

^Nevertheless 9 in the work of those who make use of the 
patch we can always see that it has a certain relevance: 
in the ease of Picasso9 with a passionate constructivism; 
in Bonnard9s 9 then Braque?s9 with an gffeet of harmony; in 

. heger9 s 5 with,, architectual lay-out o.2J .

Hence 5, he sees a f certain” relationship between the patch 

and the intentions of the contemporary artist0 He understands 

that the artist of today is conscious of a new sense of color9 

and is adapting that new sense of color to his forms; and that 

consequently painting has gained an altogether different appear

ance o This new appearance; this new common denominator of art/ 

is called by Mairaux:tee-Dimensionality^ -

91 Some times 9 too 9‘ the patch sounds a high-pitched note 
keyed to the calligraphy (Dufy onward to the blood-red 

; splashes; of ; Andre Masson)» <, o the patch often exists in its 
.own right 9 apart from any reference to the picture9 s 
conten|^ and we are tempted to speak, of one-dimensional

1o. .The Voices of Silence %.New Tork9 Doubleday and Company 9
Inc, / po :///://;/'. ' . ' ... :::

Ibid, / p, 605 > 1 ■ :
3,/,::./'lbld^p/.6G ...



Malra.ux’ terin is: apt not only to distinguish the extreme 

two-’dimensionality of contemporary art from art of previous decades, 
but also to pin-point the artist8 s revived, interest in his media9 
and in the flat surf ace« :f.

. "e,. .modern art? by substituting art’s specif ic value for.
. t h e  vaiues to which art had hitherto been subordinated..."

. It was not always conceivable nor possible that the•artist 
in past periods could, give full consideration to two-dimensionality9
•color. and;v'form9 or .express these qualities in hi s.. work 9 when his 
major probiems consisted of conformin'g.' to the Church, the buyer 

and the journalist. It was not untilafter the 19th Century that 
the.artistt his necessity to render realism having been eliminated, 
was free to turn his attention again t° developing these especial 
features so peculiar to painting. ' :

The physical surface of the canvas has always stood between 
the painter and his preferred pr commissioned subject, and essen

tially painters have always been concerned with the many problems 
inherent to this flat surface. Down through the ages they per

fected various ways of dealing wifb;, and- more or less solving ;
some pf these problems; creating illusionist-realis# or Stromp-  ̂

1 8oeil ” with perspective and/or box spade behind the frame; sub?* 
ordinati oh of natural paint textui’e to the precise rendition of 
d e t a i l o r  .directly'relating their images to the canvas or paper 
surface. The works of Lebnardo, Titian, Tintoretfo, Rembrandf

4 , Ibid. , p. 605 .■ ■ ■ ■. ' . . ' d.t yy



and Goya are esteemed for inst sueh formal inventions re suiting 

from contemporary conditioning» It is curious and significant

to note howeverg that this remarkable amount of energy and soph- 

is i id at e d th ought required to orgahize perspective theory during 

the Behaissauce proved alicn to the painter after a relatively 

short 'r/qieriodV.uf' / timeV:":;: V ' . . V v  " ; ' .,;/V ,

The majority of contemporary:painters have been and are 

concerned with cd1or9 both free and structured^ and its relation

ship to the flat surface o .:.Alpng%with. this 9 importance has been 

giyen to the material 9 or physical ? body of colorand the later 

canvases of Jackson Pol1ock result in all probability from this 
importahce e The Impre s s ioni sfs #ere the first to place emphasis 

bn-Cofor^ both as .color and as material ? in their use of the 

small dot technique; and we can follow and appreciate these 

factbfs in the work bf1 sucbessive groups of painters and contem-*

-'porary'/-bftf sts.- from the prominent and visible marks of palette 

khif e and other toois of the trade» ; ; 1 • '

Th&s ue# interest in color as sufface logically led to an 

:interesi*:''iii., surface .asv  ̂surf ac e :M, ?; ‘of. - plane ; thus , in - c ont emppr af y 

painting j surf ace almost inevitably involve s the question of

Traditionallyg structure has usually consisted of an 

arrangement of planes« The plane involves eonsideration of both 

color and detail; and its cons true tion incorporates the disposi-' 

tipii of these factors in such a way as to suggest to the viewer8 s

5:.; .See: plates . I,.' 1 1 UIv, , ;; ; : f:, : ; ■ :
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PLATE I 
THE FALL OF MAN 

Titian

Oil on canvas, about 1560/70. Collection, Madrid, Prado.



PLATE II
ST. PETEK AT THE DEATH BED OF TABITHA 

Rembrandt

Pen drawing, about 1662/65. Collection Dresden, Kupferstichkabinett.
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PLATE III 
THE KISS 

Honore Daumier
Charcoal drawing. Collection Paris, Musee du Louvre



eye a balanced sequence of movement9 in a decided direction.
In the painting previous to this centuryg structure as 

such played at tiest a discreet role because of its tendency to 

distract from the realistic detailed image; and it can be recog

nized in these paintings only after careful scrutiny and analysis , 

tracing. . : . ' A-'"' % -
Only since contemporary painting has come to the fore ̂ 

has structure been released, so to speak, from this bondage; and 
included in the ranks of its liberators is Picasso, perhaps the 

greatest of the pioneers in modern art, who through use of his 

strident planes, put structure more into evidence and on an 
equal basis with form.

(A distinction here must be made between plane and form. 
Form is an Ambiguous term which often describes a confusion of 
compositionai elements; and it is frequently used interchangeably 

with the term plane0/ For purposes of clarity however, the term 
form will be used throughout this thesis only in reference to a 
detail or shape subordinated ,to a plane.) , ; . ; 1

No doubt there is a common denominator; a sixth sense, at 

work in the soul of every sensitive artist, that senses the logi

cal existing impasse of the canvas 9s surface, and applauds in 

turn its ingenious solutions 1

To overly stress the color-patch would be to preclude the 

structural inventions of the past from their rightful participation

6, See plates W ,  VI ' , " ■



PLATE IV 

MYRRHINA AND KINESIAS 
Pi casso

Etching. Illustration for Aristophanes, 
Lysistrata, a new version by Gilbert Seldes, 

New York. Limited Editions Club, 1934.



Finished
PLATE V 

PAHIS, MAY 5T 

Picasso

1946

Unfinished
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PLATE VI 
Picasso drawing, 1946

\



in the status of modern painting; to disregard them? on the other 

hand) is to deny the iheiritahle, progress of artistic trends e

To achieve a satisfactorily balanced composition by the 

interweaving of planes and colors 9 and the organization, and 

placement on canvas of these and the other factors considered 

in this introductions, would be a pertinent step towards solution 

of this universal problem^ hereinafter treated^



e x p l a n a t i o n of s t r u c t u r e u s e d i n t h e ■t h e s i s p a i n t i n g
. TRe procedure decided upon for evolving the thesis paint

ing Mount Lemmon Landscape, was the development of a basic organi
sation of planes which would best express the idea behind the 
initial drawing: slim vertical pines contrasted with mountain

,■ A quick primary sketch was organized into a firm working 
structure suitable to the 4 x 5  proportions of the canvas.

V The ’picture surface was divided into two large vertical 
planes• A and B on the diagram,; The left plane tilts into the
right at the top of the compositidn, and the right, plane into the
1 eft at the bottom, thus serving, more or l e s s t o  automatically 
raise the left plane while lowering the right. The purpose in 
doing this is two-fold: to create a balanced tension on the .

surface; and to suggest to the eye of the viewer a clockwiseg or
1 e ft - to - r 1 gh t , sequence of movement.. •

Because Of the llarge sizp of the f ormat , an inverted 
triangular plane C was set .in the uppermost portion of the com
position, creating an illusion of appearing in front of the two 

main central. planeS. This offsets- the peculiar tendency of per
spective to diminish the total effect of the top part of the 

picture. The triangular shape further stresses the desired yerti- 
cality, and at the same time .enhances the illusiqn of expahding

7. ; : , See plate VI I. : .............................. y

: ... y : ' f
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the iipper area of the dompps i ti on * :

The plane D at the. bottom of the composition serves the 

purpose of shifting and dividing the center planes while causing 

rt&emr'^OV:;apphar■ higher, in;''''ilie'^pi-cthre.v", ■'

Two side planes E and .K again suggest the yerticality if 

the pine So ■ 1 ; T':;? v;

; The genera% overal 1 qrganiaiation is ■ comparable to that 
of a Greek temple: two side columns standing on a base 9 and

■ supporting a tympanum«, The essential difference between the 

thesis,composition ahd the temple is obvious in the shifting of 

the central planes o



SLIDE NUMBER 1 
Thesis Sketch

Diagramed Undiagramed
PLATE VII

Basic structure used in thesis sketches and painting.



A/. AmLTSIg OF TEE SEETCSE8 ...%
All of these preliminary sketches are done on small ini- 

stretched canvas or shellacked paper s either 9V x IS” or 10§-tf. x"

1 # " . : ; . A  ; ■ ■ V

Instead of beginning immediately on the large canvas? I 

considered it advisable to >work out a group of color sketches as 

a guide to extending the drawing with color? while working out a 1

s at is fa c t or y 1 ayout : fhr,, _ - th e ̂ f in i'she d /'pr o duo to; - Vv, ; v;- ■

The problem at hand* consisted of experimenting with dec

orative possibilities 9 always related to the plane and the sur

face 0 I wanted the basic planes and.the color to work together 

: in such a :;wayv;thut ;each".:;color;, ;wduld:-''expres's,. the 'principal planes 1 - 

and their related planes as they were worked into the canvas; the. 

color at the same time sustaining a poised position on the surf ace o 

Where planes overlapped^ a middle color had to be found 

complying with the preceediiig cbhditions as a mediatorP This was 

a tr ial and error - hropps itidn 3 as \was the mixing of all the colors: 

and it often had to be resolved by the mixing together of two 

hue s. 9 " or .mixing an intensity grey (combination of comp 1 ime n t ar y> s ) ; 

of using the inherent warm or cool tendency of another color (the,

' charaGtef:isfi -and: greens.) o : v" • ,

. In all the sket ches j the co lor and drawing were, continually

adjusted in relation to one another iii order to be compatible with 

the bverall compositiohal effecto
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fhe brush, the shape and plia'bility of which is d.istinct 

from the hard pencil-point, was used in a. loose manner permitting 
the maximum of suggestion of color f orms.' and plane involvements» ; ■ 
Through this -method of painting, new shapes and rhythms occurred 
which added variety and interest to the original conception.



. - v SKEfCH #1^  ̂| ' - ' ' ' . . - . V ; ■■ .

: ' The first sketch was painted in oil on a 9" x 12" canvas. ' '
The drawing was free ly hr us he d i n . wi th pal e pe r man exit gre en, af ter ■ 
which a dark Prussian ’ blue was worked over the green in order • to 

expand the drawing. . Where certain details ini the drawing seemed 
t?©̂ ® Small- or too large, they were re proportioned with the blue : 
to fill out the composition. ; , v ; .

The paled cadmium yellow areas in the painting achieve 
.the eftect of hroadening the whole composition while sustaining 
the flat surface effect by their application in a, clockwise 
movement 9 at the same time serving to shift and divide the 
planes A and B. . . - ■■ ;

Paled ultramarine violet was used as the color for the 
right plane B, and it is painted low in the area in order to 1:
create the shift between the planes. The areas of the same color 
in the left plane A again restate the, surface and movement related 

. to the .overall 'compositign. , _ V- - . , % : .• " ; ;
Paled.cadmium green, greyed With a small amount of cadmium

red for additional warmth was used to accent the arch;which had

, not become Eianif est . in the painting. : This arch" was advantageous - ,

in that itVconneeted the two planes, while making a poetic statement.

8. See Plate Vlil, Detail I . -'V
9 . 1  -See Plate VIIIs Detail II ; ^

v "'-1 0 '.';:':; ■See PI ate Vlll»., do 11 e d 11 ine ̂ i h-''-, '■ >■/"'

...' tv-th ; V ; : ' ■ 17 ' . -■ V-' . h V - : ; v ,



Paled ultramarine blue» used &s the sky color» has been 
painted lower in the rigbt plane B in order to stress the movement 
: and to modify the arch<. - . " , . . y ; .

For the inverted triangular plane Q, very pale cobalt. 

blue was selected in order to distinguish the plane from the rest? 

and to, enhance the Prussian blues already present in the compo- 

; hitionh::12.; t ' ' - ' ' / • ; ; ' ' / ' .. - '
; Although a, single blue may have been very effective„ the 

'subtle characteristics' of the various blues are more easily 
appreciated when used in contrast one with the other and for this 
reason 1 felt the necessity of just such a variety of hues.

' ::\,iThiS ' sketch was f elt to be partially successful. Although 
it is well related to the surface s . it is,, perhaps, overly abstract 
and subjective. In general I considered the areas too simple for 
a large.canvas, and was aware of the necessity for a more involved 
c o m p o s i t i p n * " i i  i .:; : ' -

11.
12. See P l a t e D e t a i l  III 

See Plate VTII, Detail IV



SLIDE NUMBER 2 
Sketch Number 1

PLATE VIII

Sketch Number 1



SKETCH #2
The second sketch was painted on a 10^" x 12^" piece of

shellacked paper.
The problem that I had posed for this canvas was to

modify the previous image and to complicate the image.
Dots of colog which may be moved in much the same manner

as checkers on a checkerboard, were used for their flexibility.
Conscious consideration was given to the two planes A

and B, and to the clockwise movement in the painting.
Pale cadmium red mixed with a small amount of cadmium

orange was used as the color for the right plane B, md indicated
the truncated triangle of the mountain, a new interpretation

13of the arch form used in the first sketch.
Pale wewidian g#eem greyed with a slight amount of cadmium

red for warmth was used to create an arch in the right plane B
14and to describe the two side planes E and F.

The left plane A is described in pale cadmium green, which 
completes the arch over the center and delineates the side plane 
E and the triangular plane C. ^

The arch and mountain forms are further accented with pale
ultramarine violet, which also serves to form the division between

Ilk See Plate IX, Detail I
14. See Plate IX, Detail II
15. See Plate IX, Detail III

20



the centra! pi anes 9 and helps to f orm the upper plane C and the
■ 16 1 •' " ' ■ ' .left plane A.itselfo

-V,Palesv ultramarine blue was used as the dominant eplor f or 

the left plane A and the upper plane C in an attempt to consoli
date the scattered color? and bring it more to the surface by

; ■' 17 ■ ' ■ '■ 'strong restatement, / , *
Iri a similar manner9 medium Prussian blue was used for the

% 'right;^piane;.,% 'v . "yy ' ' , ,  ^
The central diagonal plane formed by the complex of all

the colors helpg to tie the composition together.
The oyerall effect of this sketch was,too spotty for use.

The color and planes are poorly integrated and hot on the surface;
and the color itself, while being more complicatedis also more
confused.

16. See Plate XI, Detail IV ‘
17. See Plate IX, Detail V
18. See Plate IX, dotted line. .



SLIDE NUMBER 3 
Sketch Number 2

PLATE IX

Sketch Number 2



v\ SKETCH #r : \ :
This sicehch was painted in oil eh a piece of 10^-’’ x 12-I’11 ’ 

shellacked paper« ' .■ ; ; -yi".

■ The problem posed in this caaivas was to apply the color

in broader areas th^n had been possible with the dot technique 
of the previous sketches»

The■drawing was. broadly brushed in wi th ultramarine violet 
again considering the surface division and the shift between the , . 
center planes A and B, Paled cadmium orange was painted low
in the right plane B and high in •the left plane A in order to s ' 
re-emphasize the shift,

The drawing, at this point„ was in two parts that fitted 
v together on the surface; the-colors moving broadly, and successfully 
describing the planes. , ' - ,

The medium cobalt blue of'the left plane B is restated in 
a partial base fprm under the right plane A, raising the plane and 
again suggesting the clockwise movement of both planes and color.

.'• v. ; " v Cadmium green was used to ac cent the surf ace di vision» 
def ine the arch.,, the two side planes E and E, the upper inverted 
triangular plane d, and supplement the cobalt blue in the right 

plane B. J  - /  . .. P.

19. See Plate..X, Detail I
' 20. ■ See Plate X.? Detail II y .. . :v> •
21. See Plate X, Detail III
22. See Plate X, Detail IV ■



* This sketch was considered the most successful of the 
three so far produced9 in that the color works both' as well 
conceiTed p1anes; and as an interwoven and interesting image e 
It was considered as a, probable sthrt'f or the, final canvas * .



SLIDE NUMBED 4 
Sketch Number 3

PLATE X

Sketch Number 3



^SKETCH #4 .

This sketch is painted on a piece of 9" X 12” canvas. 
Instead of beginning with a line drawing as was done in 

the preceeding compositions9 I brushed in flat patches of cadmium 
orange and pale Prussian blue at random, in order to state the 
surface.

Ultramarine violet was then used for the drawing which I
2 3 ■adjusted to the patches of color, while stating the planes.

A medium cadmium green was then used to define the two
side planes E and F and the top triangular plane C. ^

Dark Prussian blue was used to define the right plane B
and emphasize the top plane C. ^

Paled ultramarine blue was used as the dominant color for
the left plane A, and was painted into the right plane to direct
the movement of the viewer's eye. ^

Paled cadmium red mixed with a small amount of ultramarine
violet for coolness was used to accent the side plane and to form
a supplementary■side plane which in turn crosses into the right

27plane B reappearing in the left plane D.
The white canvas area forms a central plane connecting the

23. i '■ A See; Plate XI, Detail I /
24. See Plate XI, Detail II
25. See Plate XI, Detail III
26. See Plate XI, Detail IV
27. See Plate XI, Detail V

26



, 1 ' . 28 two principal planes, as well as stressing the mountain form.
This sketch was p a r t i c u l a r l y  successful in that the color

is on the surface and directly associated with the planes. The
color is disposed in such a way as to correlate the planes in
their relationship to one another: the eye is aware of almost
infinite possibili ties a

2B. See Plate XT, dotted line.



SLIDE NUMBER 5 
Sketch Number 4

PLATE XI

Sketch Number 4



^ v - ; ' : ... s k e tc h  #5 : : ; .  :

r The fifth sketch x?as also created on a 9M x 12" canvas, 
and: ;;wasr:begtinvf n': ‘thje" :same :vinahti.er\ as 1 the f surth ; /• using patches '

The patches of cobalt blue 9 paled ultramarine and Prus
sian tiluey paled cadmium greens paled cadmium red? and paled 

. ultramarine vi p1e t we re hrush e d put o the surface in such a.way /
as to suggest the surfaces and their movement»

The original dr was stated in veridian green in
order for itfvto''>contras-t with the light underpainting6 ^  

v; . The composition was adjusted to the color while defining 
the planesi Pale cadmium red; mixed with, a small amount of ultra-
marine violet was used to delineate the left plane A? and to
suggest a diagonal plane crossing from the upper left hand corner? 
arid directing the atte ion tC the right plane ? both expanding 
the top of the canvas: while moving the eye downward and clockwise.

V Very pale Prussian blue was used to define the right plane
B and itSv side plane E?; at the same time stressing the upper

Medium cadmium green greyed with cadmitun red for warmth
was used to def ine the side plane; E s tilted into the center plane

29;: ' See Plate KII, detail I :  ̂  ̂ / :
39, See Plate XII, detail II . .-:9 .

: 31;" See Plate XII, detail III • ''''i : ' v: ^



V-:-C 30
' • 0:2 

A. ;.: -It., a 1 so . f utther accents the ttpper plane E. ’ . - .
This sketch was also successful in its interweaving of

plane, color and! ind vewe n t ? ’ and was decided upon as the basis for
.the 'finel. -cauvas^ - :/ ' . .; ■. v; ! 'V; ■■ ■'

32. See Plate .ZIl.,. Detail ■ IV .. . ' ':Vv"



SLIDE NUMBER 6 
Sketch Number 5

PLATE XII

Sketch Number 5



THE THESIS PAINTING 
The thesis subject is painted in oil on 40" x 50" 

stretched Belgian linen, sized with two coats of rabbit-hide 
glue, and primed with white lead*

I decided to enlarge upon and further interweave the 
color and planes of the preliminary sketch. Adhering closely to 
the original plans of the composition, I lla>id in the charcoal 
sketch and then roughly blocked in the color. This prepared the 
painting for the final stageis.-. of composition.

The original work on this canvas consisted of retaining 
the image originally intended in the sketch, and probing with 
color for new possibilities in relation to the larger surface.

I worked intermittantly with blues, greens and reds to 
reform this image, considering at all times the planes and their 
interconne ctions.

The dark veridian in the infant lay-out was painted oyer 
with Prussian and ultramarine blues and finally restated in the 
completed image with a lighter veridian, two shades of cadmium 

green and a cadmium red. The veridian was painted lower in the 1 
right plane B in order to accomplish the shift in planes. The 

upper or sky area became more complicated’with varying hues of 
blue, green, and white; and was painted in snch a manner as to

33. See Plate XIII. ' /



SLIDE NUMBER 7 
Thesis Painting - Unfinished State

PLATE XIII

Preliminary Layout Drawing on Thesis Canvas



direct the eye in a controlled motion downwards to the base of the 
left jplane Ac From there it moves in a pale swing of pale cadmium 
red in the left side plane Eo The strokes of blues9 greens and 
reds in the upper pertiah of the right,plane B make an involved 
definition of the upper triangular plane C, and are so organized 
as to produce a cadenced falling into the right plane» The base 
plane D was painted with blues from the top area in order to 
sustain the surface» This plane created tension between the two 
main planes A and B; the dark ultramarine blue at the base of the 
right plane B was used to complete the movemehts while stressing 
the contrast between the center planes/ and to contrast the areas 

■“ of the general surface division one with another»■ ■, ■1 '■
The white area at the base of the left plane A restates . 

the color above the right plane ? arid shif ts the planes along with 
the veridian mentioned before0 The paled cadmium green beginning 

at the top left center defines a diagonal plane which crosses to' 
the triahgularif orm above the base plane o This plane was used 

to connect the two main planesV Ther’ .vertical veridian lines were 
rsed to state ah internal reference to the edge of the canvas in 
order to stress and to sustain the compositiono 

' ;:V'Painting on a large scale f r p m n  small canvas is an: ex- '

ceedingly complicated process often involving more than one 
solution;o, The artist is constantly required to have at his finger
tips not only technical tools of his trade ? but also to exercise
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to the utmost his individual imagiriation and sense of origina,lity» 
In this thesis I have tried to pursue'not only my theory, 

but. also to sustain a certain degree of freshness and vigor in ■■ 
the quality of the art, in the hope that 1 shall have made a valid 
contribution to the culture of our country and our generation.
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